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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVITIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(S),

DHUBRI

G.R. Case No. 2769 of 2013
U/S 468/406 IPC

STATE OF ASSAM

-VS-

AFZALUR RAHMAN.
……  ACCUSED

PERSON

PRESENT:- SMTI. SANGITA HALOI, L.L.M., A.J.S.
SUB-DIVITIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(S),
DHUBRI.

FOR THE STATE:- MR. R. K. ROY,
 LEARNED A.P.P.

FOR THE ACCUSED:- MR. M. A. CHOUDHURY, 
LEARNED ADVOCATE

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON :- 01.07.2019& 23.07.2019.
ARGUMENT HEARD ON :- 30.07.2019
JUDGEMENT DELIVERED ON :- 30.07.2019.

JUDGMENT

1.  In this case accused person, namely, Afzalur Rahman is

facing trial for the case filed by the informant Hitesh Haloi, u/s

468/406 IPC. 

2.  The brief of the prosecution story as revealed from the

F.I.R. Inter-Alia is that the informant has got secret information,

stating that on 01.11.2013, the accused was involved of issuing

new  SIM  Card  on  the  basis  of  some  forge  documents.  The

informant further alleged that the accused had wrongfully used

those forge documents for the purpose of new connection and

also harassed the innocent customer. Accordingly, the informant

has  apprehended the  accused  along  with  documents  and  SIM

Card and handed over  the Fakirganj  P.S.  Hence,  the informant
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filed the case. 

3.  On  receipt  of  the  Ejahar  the  Officer-in-Charge  of

Fakirganj  P.S.  registered  the  case  vide  Fakirganj  P.S.  Case

No.247/13, u/s 419/420/468/406/409 I.P.C. and endorsed S.I. Mr.

Ganesh  Sarkar  to  investigate  the  case.  During  the  course  of

investigation, the I.O. visited the place of occurrence, recorded

the statement of the witnesses. After completion of investigation,

the  I.O.  has  submitted  the  charge  sheet  against  the  accused

persons u/s 406/419/468/409 I.P.C. and was forwarded the case

to the court for trial. 

4.  On receipt of summons the accused persons appeared

before the court. Copies of relevant documents were furnished to

the accused persons under section 207 of Cr. P.C. After hearing

the learned counsel for both the sides and on finding sufficient

materials to presume that the accused persons have committed

offences  punishable  under  section  468/406 IPC,  the  charge  of

offences punishable under the said sections were read over and

explained  to  the  accused  persons  to  which  they  pleaded  not

guilty and claimed to be tried.

5.  In support of his case, prosecution has examined only

three  numbers  of  witnesses.  After  closure  of  prosecution

evidence, statement under section 313 of Cr.P.C. is recorded of

the accused persons, which were of total denial. Defence side did

not examine any witness. 

6.  Heard  the  argument  put  forwarded  by  the  learned

Counsel for both the sides as well as gone through the evidence

available on record.

7. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION

i)  Whether  the  accused  person   while

carrying  out  his  business  of  mobile  networking
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connection as well as mobile phones had committed

forgery by creating forge document for the purpose

of connection with the intention that said document

be  used for  the  purpose of  cheating and thereby

committed the offence punishable u/s 468 IPC?

ii)  Whether  the  accused  person,  on  the

same  date  and  place,  the  accused  in  connection

with his aforesaid business had committed criminal

breach  of  trust  in  carrying  out  the  aforesaid

business  after  the  accused  were  being  entrusted

with  the  responsibility  to  supply  SIM  cards  and

thereby had misappropriated the income arising out

of the entrusted work and thereby committed the

offence punishable u/s 406 IPC?

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:-

8.  I have gone through the evidence on record and heard

the learned counsels of both sides and I shall now discuss and

decide the points formulated.  

EVIDENCES

9.  In this case, one Dr. Sariful Islam Sk was examined as

PW-1, one Uma Salema Khatun was examined as PW-2 and one

Nilakanta Nath was examined as PW-3.

10.  PW-1, Dr. Sariful Islam Sk, deposed that he does

not know the informant. But he could recognize the accused. He

got  information  from  one  person  that  someone  had  used  his

documents for issuing SIM cars. But, he does not remember the

name of the person who informed the matter to him. Police did

not record his statement. 

During his cross examination he stated that he does not

know  the  accused  personally.  He  issued  documents  to  the

patients for applying some documents.  

11.  PW-2, Uma Salema Khatun, deposed that he does
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not know the informant. He could recognize the accused. In the

year 2013, he heard that someone forged his name and signature

for issuing SIM cards. Then police went to his house and they

showed him the documents which they obtained in his name. 

 During his cross-examination he stated that he issued

linkage  or  address  proof  to  some  persons  in  capacity  of

panchayat  member.  His  address  is  different  than  that  of  the

accused. Police did not record his statement.   

12.  PW-3,  Nilakanta  Nath,  deposed  that  on

04.03.2014, he was posted at Fakirganj P.S. as attached officer.

On  that  day,  he  was  endorsed  with  the  investigation.  On

13.03.2014, he was transferred.  During that  period he did not

initiate any investigation and handed over the case-diary to O.C.

His cross-examination was declined.

 

 APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCES

13.  Perusal  of  the  case-record,  reveals  that  the

accused has facing trial for the alleged offences u/s 468/406 IPC.

14.  Before going into the appreciation of evidences, I

would like to throw light in the fact mentioned in the FIR once

again.

15.  The  FIR  shows  that  the  informant  was  police

personnel at that relevant time. According to the informant, he

had got secret information against the accused, alleging that he

was  issuing  SIM  card  on  the  basis  of  some  forge  documents

collected from the customer. He had apprehended the accused

and filed this case.

16.  Now  to  prove  the  case  u/s  468  IPC,  the

prosecution has to prove that the accused person had committed

forged  on  the  basis  of  forge  documents  for  the  purpose  of

cheating.

17.  To  prove  said  allegations,  the  prosecution

examined as many as 3 witnesses. PW-1, PW-2 & PW-3 all have

deposed to the fact that they have heard from one person about
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the incident,  whereby someone was using their  documents for

issuing SIM card.

18.  PW-1  &  PW-2  had  failed  to  recognize  the

informant. However, they recognized the accused. They admitted

that for the purpose of issuance of various certificate, they issue

documents to the persons in their official capacity. However, the

PW-1 & PW-2 did not state anything to the fact that they have

handed over the documents to the accused. They also failed to

say that the accused had wrongfully used the documents which

were there in their names.

19.  PW-3, was the Investigating Officer of this case

and he said that he had only filed Case-Diary in this case. But, he

did not investigate the matter. 

20.  Now from the evidence available on record, it is

seen that the prosecution could not examine the informant of this

case. The witnesses who have already examined, did not support

the prosecution case on the fact that the accused had forged the

documents. Similarly, there is no evidence to the fact that any

criminal  breach  of  trust  was  also  committed  by  the  accused

person.

21.  In the backdrop of above discussion, it appears to

me that the evidence of the prosecution side are not sufficient to

bring  home  the  ingredients  of  offences  u/s  468/406  IPC.

Accordingly, the accused person is acquitted on benefit of doubt

and set at liberty forthwith.  

22.  The bail bond of the accused person is extended

for a period of six months as per section 437-A Cr.P.C.

23.  Given under my hand & seal  of  this  Court  and

delivered  in  the  open  Court  on  this  30th day  of  July,  2019  at

Dhubri.

    (SANGITA HALOI)
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Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(S)
       Dhubri.

A P P E N D I X

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:

P.W-1  Dr. Sariful Islam Sk,
P.W-2 Uma Salema Khatun &
PW-3 Nilakanta Nath.

DEFENCE WITNESSES :

Nil

EXHIBITED DOCUMENTS:

Nil.

(SANGITA HALOI)
Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(S)

    Dhubri


